DURO / DYNA SERIES

DURO 15

DYNA 15

DURO 6

DYNA 6

DURO 1.5

DYNA 1.5

DURO SOLO

DURO HANDHELD

DYNA SOLO

DYNA HANDHELD

Welcome to Osprey. We pride ourselves on creating the most functional,
durable and innovative carrying products for your adventures. Please
refer to this owner’s manual for information on product features, use,
maintenance, customer service and warranty.
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osprey.com
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OVERVIEW
FEATURES
SHARED
1

Front panel zippered internal reservoir sleeve

2

Front panel zippered slash pocket

3

Lower stabilizing/expansion compression straps

4

Snap-in adjustable/removable dual chest straps for
customized stability

5

Vertical zippered harness slash pocket for valuables or phone

6

Dual extra-large stretch mesh soft flask/food harness pockets

7

Dual lower stretch mesh food/supplement harness pockets

8

Trekking pole/ice axe attachment

+

Tuckaway safety whistle

+

Accessible dual lower side panel stretch mesh pocket
(15L zippered)
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FABRIC
MAIN

70D x 140D Nylon Triangle Ripstop

ACCENT

320Gr Nylon Stretch Mesh

BOTTOM 200Gr Nylon Stretch Mesh

DURO 15
MEN'S
SPECS
Cubic Inches
Liters
Pounds*
Kilograms*
Inches
Centimeters

DYNA 15
WOMEN'S
S/M
M/L
793
915
13
15
1.13
1.17
1.56
1.63
19h x 9w x 8d
48h x 22w x 21d

SPECS
Cubic Inches
Liters
Pounds*
Kilograms*
Inches
Centimeters

W XS/S
W S/M
793
915
13
15
1.06
1.10
0.48
0.50
19h x 9w x 8d
50h x 24w x 20d

UNIQUE FEATURES
+

Front panel access to zippered main compartment

+

Front panel stretch mesh compression pocket

+

Hipbelt stabilizing wrap with zippered pockets

DURO 6
MEN'S
SPECS
Cubic Inches
Liters
Pounds*
Kilograms*
Inches
Centimeters

DYNA 6
WOMEN'S
S/M
M/L
305
366
5
6
0.68
0.71
0.31
0.32
16h x 8w x 5d
41h x 20w x 13d

SPECS
Cubic Inches
Liters
Pounds*
Kilograms*
Inches
Centimeters

W XS/S
W XS/S
305
366
5
6
0.64
0.66
0.29
0.30
15h x 7w x 5d
49h x 19w x 13d

UNIQUE FEATURES
+

Front panel access to zippered main compartment

+

Front panel stretch mesh compression pocket

*Pack weight does not include reservoir or soft flask
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OVERVIEW
DURO 1.5
MEN'S
SPECS
Cubic Inches
Liters
Pounds*
Kilograms*
Inches
Centimeters

DYNA 1.5
WOMEN'S
S/M
M/L
61
92
1
1.5
0.60
0.62
0.27
0.28
16h x 10w x 3d
42h x 25w x 7d

DURO SOLO
MEN'S
SPECS
Cubic Inches
Liters
Pounds*
Kilograms*
Inches
Centimeters

SPECS
Cubic Inches
Liters
Pounds*
Kilograms*
Inches
Centimeters

W XS/S
W XS/S
61
92
1
1.5
0.55
0.57
0.25
0.26
15h x 9w x 2d
38h x 22w x 6d

DYNA SOLO
WOMEN'S
O/S
31
0.5
0.33
0.15
7h x 10w x 3d
19h x 25w x 8d

SPECS
Cubic Inches
Liters
Pounds*
Kilograms*
Inches
Centimeters

O/S
31
0.5
0.33
0.15
7h x 10w x 3d
19h x 25w x 8d

UNIQUE FEATURES
+

Angled padded bottle sleeve with retaining strap

+

TPU touch-screen smartphone window

+

Gear/food slash pocket with safety whistle zipper pull

+

Wide elastic stabilizing waistbelt

+

Hydraulics® 570 ml BPA-free sport bottle included
Bottle volume

570 ml

Bottle weight

2 oz / 0.06 kg

DURO HANDHELD
MEN'S
SPECS
Liters
Pounds*
Kilograms*
Inches
Centimeters

DYNA HANDHELD
WOMEN'S
O/S
0.11
0.05
0.15
8h x 3w x 3d
20h x 8w x 7d

SPECS
Liters
Pounds*
Kilograms*
Inches
Centimeters

O/S
0.11
0.05
0.15
8h x 3w x 3d
20h x 8w x 7d

UNIQUE FEATURES
+

Hydraulics® 250 ml soft flask included

+

Soft flask-stabilizing pouch

+

Ambidextrous-handed fit

+

Small zippered mesh pocket

+

Small stretch mesh shove-it pocket
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CARRY

2

1

HARNESS

BACKPANEL

2
STERNUM STRAP

3
HIPBELT

VEST-PACK
1

2

FULL AIRMESH BACKPANEL

+ A subtle stretch mesh fabric design on the shoulders, backpanel,
lumbar and hipbelt contours to a variety of body shapes and sizes.

BODY WRAP HARNESS

+ Narrow harness design on the top of the shoulder.

+ Adjustable and removable dual chest straps for additional stability

+ Harness front panel elastic design accommodates a range of women’s
chest sizes while creating a balance between flexibility and stabilization.

+ Front harness gear- and food-organization pockets
+ Breathable mesh wrap with soft irritation-free contact surface
+ Die-cut EVA foam for larger loads (15L only)
3

DYNA: WOMEN'S-SPECIFIC FIT

+ Breathable mesh wrap with soft irritation-free contact surface

+ A hipbelt designed to wrap naturally around the curve of a
woman's hips offering better load stabilization and support. (15L only)

FULL AIRMESH HIPBELT (15L ONLY)
+ Mesh-covered, perforated foam construction
+ Modified straight ErgoPull hipbelt closure
+ Zippered stretch mesh bodybelt pockets
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SIZING / FIT
1 SIZING

4 TIGHTEN CHEST STRAPS

Measure around the widest point of the chest, usually slightly below the
armpits. Select vest-pack size from the size below:

Before tightening the chest straps, make sure you have completely
loosened the under-arm side compression straps on each side of the pack
(noted in step 1). With the chest strap positioned appropriately, pinch
the end of the loose webbing with your thumb and index finger and pull
the strap across body to tension (snug). Avoid over tightening as it might
affect the comfort and fit of the vest-pack.

DURO - MEN'S

DYNA - WOMEN'S

SIZE

INCHES

CENTIMETERS

SIZE

INCHES

S/M

34-40"

86-102 cm

WXS/S

31-37"

79-94 cm

M/L

39-45"

99-114 cm

WS/M

35-41"

89-104 cm

CENTIMETERS

2 POSITION THE VEST-PACK
Before putting on your vest-pack, loosen the dual chest straps as well
as the side under-arm compression straps.
Put on your vest-pack; the neckline should fall right below your C7
vertebra, the large protruding bone at the base of the neck. The body
wrap harness should fit snugly yet comfortable around the chest. The
Duro/Dyna vest-pack styles are designed to wrap around the rib cage to
stabilize the pack and prevent unwanted bouncing.

4a

TIGHTEN SHOULDER HARNESS AND HIPBELT (15L ONLY)

Evenly pull the harness straps down and back tightening the vest-pack to
tension. Buckle the hipbelt and evenly pull the ErgoPull hipbelt webbing
across body, tightening it to tension and to stabilize a larger load.

3 POSITION CHEST STRAPS
The dual chest straps are adjustable to accommodate a variety of
body shapes and sizes. Snap each chest strap into place in one of the
six positions on one side of the harness. Snap the opposite end of each
strap onto the other side of the harness into an aligning position.

4b

TIGHTEN UNDER-ARM COMPRESSION STRAPS (6L/1.5L)

Pull the lower under-arm compression straps forward to tension (snug).
This will pull in the lower back portion of the vest-pack and its load against
the body ensuring a more stabilizing carry. When running, the underarm compression straps can easily be loosened to expand the pack to
accommodate for lung expansion and easier breathing.

Top chest strap:
+ Recommended position: 1-2”/2.5-5 cm below the collarbone
Bottom chest strap:
+ Middle harness position: helps accommodate lung expansion for easier breathing
+ Lower harness position: recommended for more pack stabilization
Your vest-pack can also be worn with one strap, and adjustments should be
made based on personal preference for your body shape and size.
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FEATURE DETAILS
HYDRATION COMPATIBLE

RESERVOIR SLEEVE
15L / 6L / 1.5L
A dedicated reservoir sleeve provides easy
access for refilling. An internal hanging
loop with buckle ensures proper vertical
orientation and bounce-free carry.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

SOFT FLASK HARNESS POCKET
15L / 6L / 1.5L
Dual extra-large stretch mesh soft flask/food
harness pockets. This carry option allows for handsfree hydration with soft flasks that include a bite
valve hose extension.

TUCKAWAY SAFETY WHISTLE
15L / 6L / 1.5L / SOLO / HANDHELD
Tuckaway safety whistle for emergencies when out
on a run, and is also required gear in many trail races.

INCLUDED HYDRATION*
+ 15L
Hydraulics® 2.5 LT Reservoir with
QuickConnect and sternum strap
magnet for bite valve
+

+

6L / 1.5L
Hydraulics® 1.5 LT Reservoir with
QuickConnect and sternum strap
magnet for bite valve
15L / 6L / 1.5L
Two 570 ml Hydraulics® soft flasks with
extension hose and bite valve

*Included hydration varies per market

HYDRAULICS®
570 ML SPORT BOTTLE SLEEVE
SOLO
Curved design of the included sport bottle allows
for on-trail access as well as easy re-entry of
bottle that naturally curves to the body. A fabric
loop closure over the bottle's mouthpiece keeps
the bottle secure.

DUAL SIDE PANEL STRETCH MESH POCKETS
15L / 6L / 1.5L
Stretch mesh pockets on side of pack provide
storage and easy access for frequently needed
gear without removing pack. (15L Zippered)

VERTICAL ZIPPERED HARNESS POCKET
15L / 6L / 1.5L
Dedicated pocket on harness secures small
valuables or a phone.
BITE VALVE STERNUM STRAP MAGNET
15L / 6L / 1.5L
The adjustable/removable sternum strap
magnet allows for quick access to the
reservoir bite valve.

DURO / DYNA SERIES

HYDRAULICS®
250 SOFT FLASK-STABILIZING POUCH
HANDHELD
An ambidextrous-handed fi t allows the
Handheld's stabilizing pouch to be worn on either
the left or right hand. Fits up to and comes with
Hydraulics® 250 ml soft flask.
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FEATURE DETAILS

TREKKING POLE ATTACHMENT
15 L / 6L / 1.5L
Compress trekking poles to shortest length.

FRONT PANEL ZIPPERED SLASH POCKET
15L / 6L / 1.5L
A slash pocket on the top of the pack
provides secure storage for small items.

TPU TOUCH SCREEN AND SLASH POCKET
SOLO
Provides functional touch-screen access
to phones and a pocket for storage of small
essential items.

Front Carry:
1 Open bungee keeper loop located in the
dual large harness pocket, insert basket
end of trekking pole and tighten to secure.
2 Bring trekking pole handle up to shoulder,
open bungee keeper loop, insert handle end
of trekking pole and tighten to secure.

DUAL ZIPPERED MAIN COMPARTMENT ACCESS
15L / 6L

Back Carry: (6L, 1.5L)
1 Insert basket end of trekking pole into side
panel stretch mesh pockets.
2 Bring trekking pole handle up to shoulder,
open bungee keeper loop, insert handle end
of trekking pole and tighten to secure.

SMALL ZIP POCKET & SHOVE-IT POCKET
HANDHELD
Small zip pocket for securing small essential
items, such as keys and energy gel. A small
stretch shove-it pocket for items like energy
gel wrappers.

FRONT PANEL STRETCH MESH SHOVE-IT POCKET
15L / 6L

ZIPPERED HIPBELT POCKETS
15L
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